Facilitating Education’s Innovators

Tzu Chi & LearningDigital

GKE is dedicated to the effective dissemination of cutting edge Best Educational Practices to facilitate the
critical implementation of strong, educational technology infrastructures. GKE frequently facilitates
educational institution visits, workshops, and meetings for educational leaders. As a powerful reflection of
GKE's dedication and commitment, GKE President James Chang and GKE Senior Vice President Florence
McGinn accompany key leaders on their visitations and to meet personally to develop visionary initiatives.

GKE-facilitated Classroom Visitation
for the Tzu Chi Foundation
In March, 2001, GKE CEO James Chang
facilitated members of the Tzu Chi Foundation
on a visitation to Hunterdon Central Regional
High School, a National Blue Ribbon School
of Excellence in Flemington, New Jersey, USA.

GKE-facilitated Classroom Visitation
for LearningDigital.com CEO Shumin Chuang
CEO,
Shumin
Chuang,
of
Taiwan-based
LearningDigital.com was facilitated by GKE President
James Chang in viewing award-winning, student pilot
projects at Hunterdon Central Regional High School
in Flemington, New Jersey, USA, in March, 2001.

Tzu Chi Foundation members were given a
facility tour by Dr. Roland Pare, HCRHS Director
of Information Systems. Attending members of
the Tzu Chi Foundation viewed a pilot classroom
presentation by former US Commissioner on the
Congressional Commission on Web-based Education and
GKE Senior Vice President, Florence McGinn.

CEO Shumin Chuang viewed the HCRHS
pilot classroom that utilizes ComWeb
technology as an in-classroom network as
well as a distance learning configuration.
She viewed and discussed usage of
classroom methodologies based upon the GKE Innovative
Learning System's concepts of innovation and strategies of
technology-assisted learning. CEO Shumin Chuang
reciprocated by sharing a presentation of cutting edge,
corporate-developed XML tools that could be deployed in
educational environments.

Members of the Tzu Chi Foundation viewed in-depth, proofof-concept, award-winning student project work as well as
had discussion with pilot project students.

This project is one of many GKE and GKE-facilitated projects.
With K-12, university, and corporate strategic partners,
GKE designs and integrates value-added, technology-assisted
learning interactions that are customized to suit
compelling regional and international education industry needs.
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